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But waiting for them to be surprised, only to feel that the aircraft moves quickly again.

Levi Garrison was dragged out of the whirlpool.

In a wave of shaking, everyone fainted.

When they woke up, they found that they were in a safe place.
But where is Levi Garrison?

“Did we have a dream just now? I seem to have seen Levi Garrison!”

Someone rubbed his head and said.

“Are you dreaming?”

God’s brain began to doubt.
Everything is so real and so illusory…

The truth is that they were originally involved in the center of the whirlpool, but now they have survived
inexplicably.

But what is illusory is how could Levi Garrison still be alive?

Not sure.

Everyone is not sure!

Including the brain of God!

…

Is Levi Garrison alive?

Of course alive!

However, when the super spirit veins erupted, Levi Garrison used his own strength to resist the aura
eruption.

At the beginning he was still flat.

But as the spirit veins erupted more and more terribly, the cracks opened bigger and bigger.

Levi Garrison couldn’t hold it anymore.

After persisting for forty minutes, he could no longer contain the eruption of the spiritual veins.

Levi Garrison collapsed.

He was like a leaf, shaking feebly in the majestic aura.

Was scrubbed again and again.

There were wounds on his body.

Even his physique and strength can’t stop the impact of aura!

He is about to be torn apart by spiritual energy, and there is nothing he can do.

But at this critical time.

It seemed that his body was suddenly injected with new strength, and his whole body was completely
activated.

He is no longer afraid of the impact of this spiritual energy, but uses the impact of the spiritual energy to
temper his body.

that’s all.

Levi Garrison is at the center point, accepting the impact of aura over and over again.

It was equal to most of the aura that had exploded that hit Levi Garrison first, and then radiated after
the change.
It was equivalent to the fact that the strongest side was blocked by Levi Garrison.

After the spiritual energy passed through his body, although the energy still exploded, it became able to
be absorbed by the human body.

This is why after the aura was revived, not only did human beings become extinct, and several people
were killed or injured, but one by one became extremely powerful after being baptized by the aura
radiation.

In layman’s terms-Levi Garrison had already filtered the aura in the super spirit veins on the front line.

The aura that comes out again can already be absorbed by the human body.

There is no harm, but an opportunity!

This is how the world has changed!

It means that Levi Garrison saved the world in the end!

If there is no him standing in front, transform the aura again.

Then the whole world will undoubtedly be destroyed.
But Levi Garrison himself couldn’t figure out how to have such a big energy?
The key is that the moment the spiritual energy exploded, he was going to die.

But suddenly, the body was activated again.

You don’t even have to think about it to know that someone is helping yourself.

Who is this person who helped Levi Garrison?

Levi Garrison knew that this was his cheap master without even thinking about it!

The critical moment appeared.

Saved myself again…

And also saved the world by myself!

But after Levi Garrison passed through the quenching chain of spiritual energy, he became stronger…

How specific is it?

